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We consider the initial value problem for a class of second order evolution 
equations that includes, among others, the 3D sine-Gordon equation with damping 
and the 3D Klein-Gordon type equations with damping. We show the existence of 
a set with finite fractal dimension that contains the global attractor and attracts all 
smooth solutions at an exponential rate. 0 1992 Academx Press. lot 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the initial value problem for a class of semilinear 
wave equations with damping that includes the 3D sineGordon equation 
with damping and the 3D Klein-Gordon type equations with damping as 
well as systems of sine-Gordon type equations. The purpose of our work 
is to characterize the long time behaviour of the solutions for these 
equations with the help of a finite dimensional set that contains the global 
attractor and at the same time attracts all smooth solutions at an exponen- 
tial rate. Such sets are called inertial sets (see [EFNTl], [EFNT2]). In 
order to lay the conceptual groundwork for inertial sets, we lirst recall 
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some of the basic definitions from the theory of (infinite dimensional) 
dynamical systems. The existence of a bounded set that absorbs all 
solutions in finite time, i.e., an absorbing set, seems to be the starting point 
for all the studies of dissipative differential equations. The omega limit set 
of such an absorbing set is called the global attractor and for most of the 
dissipative equations the global attractor is known to be compact. 
However, the manner in which the global attractor becomes compact 
changes drastically from the first order dissipative evolution equations to 
the second order damped evolution equations (see [T], [BV], [HI). The 
same difference also affects the way one proves the finite dimensionality of 
the global attractor (see CT]). We will come back to this point later on. 
Although the attractor is the most obvious set to study the long time 
dynamics of the underlying evolution equations on, it is not easy to track. 
The theory of inertial manifolds is proposed in order to partially resolve 
this problem (see [FST], [CFNTl], [CFNTZ], [FSTi]). An inertial 
manifold is a Lipschitz manifold that is invariant under the solution 
operator and attracts all solutions at an exponential rate. At this stage, the 
existence of inertial manifolds hinges upon a gap condition that is imposed 
on the eigenvalues of the linear part of the evolution equation. On the 
one hand, this condition makes the dimension estimates for the inertial 
manifolds for equations in higher space dimension unreasonably high. On 
the other hand, for equations like 2D Navier-Stokes equations it leaves the 
problem of the existence of an inertial manifold open. 
By relaxing some of the conditions in the definition of the inertial 
manifold one can arrive at a more general concept, that of an inertial set. 
An inertial set is a set of finite fractal dimension which attracts all solutions 
at an exponential rate (see [EFNTl 1, [ EFNT2] ). The existence of inertial 
sets for a large class of dissipative evolution equations that includes the 2D 
Navier-Stokes equations with periodic boundary conditions, Kuramoto- 
Sivashinsky equation, Kolmogorov-Sivashinsky-Spiegel equation, Chaffee- 
Infante equation in any space dimension, and Original Burgers’ equations 
has already been proven (see [EFNTl], [EFNT2]). However, all the 
equations mentioned above take the form of a first order evolution 
equation where the linear part is a positive, self-adjoint operator. In 
contrast, the equations we consider are of the form 
EU,,+U,+AU+g(U)=.f, (1.1) 
u(0) = ug and u,(O) = UI, (1.2) 
where E > 0, A is a positive, self-adjoint operator, and the nonlinearity g(u) 
satisfies the appropriate conditions (see CT]). When written as a first order 
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evolution equation, in a suitable product of Hilbert spaces, the evolution 
equation (1.1) can be transformed into 
where 
U,+.dU+~(U)=F, (1.3) 
U(O) = uo = cu, 7 hJT, (1.4) 
u= [u,, u]T; dzE-l r A [ 1 0 &I (1.5) 
and 
Y(U) = CgbL w; F= [J 01’. (1.6) 
Clearly, the linear part of the evolution equation (1.3), that is, &, is no 
longer self-adjoint. Moreover, the spectrum of d contains infinitely many 
eigenvalues on a vertical line in the complex plane (see [MS J ). In terms of 
the existence of a smooth inertial manifold this particular distribution of 
eigenvalues causes insurmountable difficulty. Even in one space dimension, 
for E large enough the generic situation is the nonexistence of Cl-inertial 
manifolds (see [MS]). In contrast, the existence of the compact global 
attractor is independent of the size of E (see [T], [H], [BV]). At the other 
extreme, that is, when E is very small, at least in one space dimension one 
can show the existence of Cl-inertial manifolds under some assumptions on 
g(u) and f (see [MS], also [CL]). In spite of the dificulties of this set-up 
we will show that inertial sets still exist. After reviewing the basic result on 
the existence of inertial sets from [EFNTl] we proceed to verify the key 
property that allows a construction of an inertial set, that is, the squeezing 
property. We need only a simple Lipschitz condition on the nonlinearity 
g(u) to obtain this result. In the final section we give a few equations to 
which the theory applies. 
2. INERTIAL SETS AND SQUEEZING PROPERTY 
Let W be a separable Hilbert space and B be a compact subset of RI. Let 
W)>t,o be a nonlinear continuous semi-group that leaves the set B 
invariant and set d = n (s(t) B : t > 0}, that is, &’ is the global attractor 
for {S(r)},ao on B. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A set J is called an inertial set for ( {S(t) > I B 0, B) if 
(i)d~d&BB; (ii)S(t)AEJ for every t>O; (iii)for every u,, in B, 
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dist,(S(t)u,,JY)dc, exp{-c,t} for all t>O, where c, and c2 are 
independent of uO, . and (iv) JZ has finite fractal dimension. 
A sufficient condition for the existence of intertial sets was furnished in 
[EFNTl] (see also [EFNT2]). It depends on a dichotomy principle called 
the squeezing property; we recall this property for flows. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A continuous semi-group {S(t)}, *0 is said to satisfy 
the squeezing property on B if there exists t, >O such that S, =S(t,) 
satisfies: there exists an orthogonal projection P of rank No such that for 
every u and t’ in B, if 
lIp(s*u-s*~)llw6 II(~-p)(s*~-s*~~)lI. (2.1) 
then 
II~*~-~*~ll.6$ll~-~ll.. (2.2) 
Remark 2.1. An implicit assumption that we will make from now on is 
the Lipschitz condition on the map (t, uO) + S(t)u, on [0, I*] x B, which 
is easy to check for the equations under consideration. 
THEOREM 2.1 [EFNTl]. If ({,S(t)},,,, B) satisfies the squeezing 
property on B and if S, = S(t,) is Lipschitz on B with Lipschit,- constant L 
then there exists an inertial set .X for ( (S(t) ) , 2 ,,, B) such that 
dF(=M) 6 N, max{ 1, ln( 16L + l)/ln 2) (2.3 1 
and 
dist,(S(r)u,, U41)Qc, exp{(-cJt*)f}. (2.4) 
Clearly, we need only find the time t, and the projection P of rank No 
in order to evaluate the right-hand sides of the inequalities (2.3) and (2.4). 
That is what we proceed to do. 
3. SEMILINEAR WAVE EQUATIONS WITH DAMPING: 
FUNCTIONAL SET-UP AND SQUEEZING PROPERTY 
A. Preliminaries 
We consider the initial value problem for a class of semilinear wave 
equations on a separable Hilbert space H, 
(H”) EU, + u, + Au + g(u) =L 
(IV) u(0) = ug and UAo)=Ulr 
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where E >O and A is a positive, self-adjoint unbounded operator with 
compact inverse. Let V= @A”*) and let )I I( “, ) .JH, and 11 I(* denote the 
norms in I’, H, and I” (dual of V), respectively. We also set ( , )” for the 
inner product on H and ( , ) ‘,,X y for the duality product between V’ and 
V. We denote the eigenvalues of A by 
O<~,g~*< ... < ... -bco (3.1) 
and the corresponding eigenvectors by us,, uq2, . .. . As for the nonlinearity 
g(u), we assume that g is C’-continuous from V into H and satisfies either 
W) Idu)-g(u)l,,GL, Ilu--lIw for all 24, uin BY(O; R) 
or 
WI IIdu)-g(~)ll.~L Ilu--uIlv for all U, u in fFA’(O; R), 
where B’(O; R) and B D’A)(O. R) stands for R-balls in the spaces V and 
D(A), respectively, and L, =‘L, (R) and L, = L,(R) are the corresponding 
Lipschitz constants. 
In order to check the squeezing properties we will take as W the product 
space E, = Vx H; let us recall other related spaces as well. Let 
E,=VxH furnished with the norm 1) wII ‘& = [lull $ + E IuI ‘,, 
where M, = (u, u), (3.2) 
E,=D(A)x V furnished with the norm )I w/l i, = Ilull&,, + E IJuJI t, (3.3) 
and finally, 
Em_,=Hx V’ furnished with the norm IIwII~-, = Ilul/i+c /lull:. (3.4) 
Classical existence and regularity results ensure the existence of a 
solution operator S’(t) for the initial value problem (H”) and (IV) on E, 
for i= - 1, 0, 1. (See [T] or [BV].) 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) For E>O, iffe’&,(lW+; H) then for every {uO, u,} in 
E, there exists a unique solution u(t) for the initial value problem (H”) and 
(IV). Moreover, u~%?~(lW+; V)n%?A(IW+; H). 
(ii) rf {uO, u,} is in E, and fE%ZL(F!+; H) then rhe unique solution 
u(t) belongs to %$,(lW+;D(A))n%‘j([W+; V)n%i(DB+; H). 
B. The Squeezing Property for Semilinear Wave Equations 
Now we can proceed to show the squeezing property for the solution 
operator {SE(t)),,o of (H”) on a bounded subset B of E, with respect to 
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E,-norm. In effect, we take as B the invariant absorbing ball in E,, which 
is guaranteed to exist for all the equations under consideration (see 
[T, BV] ), and as our Hilbert space W we take E,. 
As before (see 3.1), let {A,,, :N= 1, 2, .., j denote the sequence of eigen- 
values of A and {it N : N = 1, 2, . ..} be the corresponding eigenvectors, i.e., 
.4LyV= l,,vtv,v. Let H,%, = span{ \I’, , lcZ, . . . . IV,%(Y). Then we let 
p Q : H + H N be the orthogonal projection onto H,V ; (3.5) 
and 
q*‘=I-pN. (3.6) 
Note that the projections pN and qN are orthogonal both in H and in I’. 
It follows easily from the definition of the projection qN that 
for all u in q y V. (3.7) 
Next we define corresponding product projections on E,, namely, 
p,: &I + (PN V) x (P.&J) and Q,v=I-h (3.8) 
in the canonical way by 
PA44 olT = (PA& PArL’)T for (u, ~1)~ in E,. (3.9) 
We propose to show the squeezing property, Definition 2.2, via these 
orthogonal projections; let us emphasize once again that B is a bounded set 
in E,. The main theorem is the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any E >O, there exist t, = t*(E) > 0 and N, = 
NO(&, t*) such that the squeezing property is satisfied for ({ SE( t)},aO, B) in 
the Hilbert space E,, with P= P,, as given in (3.9). 
Once t, and No are specified, the existence of an inertial set follows 
directly from Theorem 2.1. Moreover, both the fractal dimension of &’ and 
the exponential rate of convergence to J? can be estimated explicitly. We 
divide the proof of Theorem 3.2 into three steps. First we discuss the 
equivalency of some norms in E, and in Q, E,,. Then considering the 
difference of two solutions to (H”), we derive some estimates in terms of the 
norms discussed earlier. The final step involves the correct specification 
of t, and N, so that the squeezing property is verified. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that E < 1; otherwise by resealing the equation (H”) 
we can reduce it to the case E < 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2 
Step 1. Some equivalent norms on E,, and QN E,. For z = {u, v}’ in E,, 
and E > 0, define the function N”(z) by 
N”(z)=$ #/++4, v),+e lvl;+ Ilull’,. (3.10) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let k=max{l +A;‘, i}. Zf E< 1 then N” is an equivalent 
norm in EO ; in fact for all z in E,, 
Wz) 2 1141 t and ; l141;oOV)~k 11412,. (3.11) 
Proof: Follows directly from the Schwarz inequality. Note that the case 
E > 1 can also be treated by modifying 4, 1, and k with constants depending 
on&. 1 
Again for z = {u, v}~ in EO we define another function by 
M”(z)=(u, v),+ llzll;,= Ilull:+(4 v),+E bl’,. (3.12) 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf E < 1 and N is large enough that A,, ,a E -I (which is 
possible since AN + co) then for all z in QNEo we have 
Ml & d 2Wz) G 3 Ml 8. (3.13) 
Hence M”(z) is equivalent o the usual E,-norm on Q,,, EO. 
Proof: This result is a consequence of Schwarz inequality: note that by 
(3.6) we have 
1 Ntl Ilull:+; lvl+ 11412,. I
2Ei 
Step 2. Estimates on the dgference of solutions to (H”). Let u and U be 
two solutions of (H”) in the pace gb(lR+; V)n Vi(Iw+; H) and let 
w=u--u and w= {w wJT, (3.14) 
so that W~‘ip,(lR+; E,). By Gronwall’s inequality we can control the 
growth of W(t): 
LEMMA 3.3. Let k = max { 1 + 1- I, i} and a= L:+ L,A;‘, where L, is 
as given in (N 1 ), then for all t > 0, 
II WtNl ‘E, < 2ke”’ II WON 8. (3.15) 
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PVOCJ~. Since \I’ solves the equation 
EW,, + w, + Aw = g(U) -g(u). 
by multiplying (3.16) in H by 2cr~, and IV, we obtain that 
where we have used (Nl ) and the definition of N”( W) as given in (3.10). 
Recalling from (3.11) that N”(W) > 11~11 t, we deduce from ( 
~Ne(W)+(l-E)l~,J:,+lJ~~ll:.dnN’(W), 
whence (3.15) follows from Gronwall’s lemma and from (3.1 
3.17) that 
1). I 
LEMMA 3.4. Let N be as given in Lemma 3.2, rhar is, EI.~ + ,3 1; also, let 
w=u-zi as in Lemma3.3, cp=q,.+w, and @={cp,(~,j~=Q,~W. Then 
M’( @( t)) satkfies, for all t >, 0, the dlyferential inequalit? 
(3.18) 
Proof: We apply qN to (3.16) and note that q,,, commutes with A, hence 
cp = qN M’ satisfies 
w,, + c~, + 4 = q&(4 -g(u)) = r. (3.19) 
Multiplying the above equation in H by 2~, and (l/s)cp, we obtain 
= -&&+ > H 
> =s (3.20) 
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On the other hand, by (3.7) and (N2) 
so that S, as defined in (3.20), can be estimated by 
Sk IdH b,lH+~*~N~: ll”t’ll. 2 I&+$ Id” 
( > 
<f lb,l:,+$ IcpI;+6~:G:, lb4:. (3.22) 
Consequently, returning to (3.20) and using &AN+, 2 1 combined with the 
definition of M”(0) in (3.12) we obtain the desired result. 1 
Step 3. Choosing t, and IV,,. Let U= (uO, u,} and D= (&,, 17,) be in 
E0 and set W(t) = SE(t) U - SE(t) D. We will show that there exists t, such 
that if 
IIPN,,Yt*)llE,,~ I~QN~W~~)I~E~ (3.23) 
holds, then II W( t*)II E0 < Q (I W(O)ll E0 holds as well. To this end, we apply 
Lemma 3.4 to W(t) so that (3.18) implies that 
~M’(8)+~M’(~)~6L:i,~‘,, IlW)llt~6~fG,,‘+, II W)ll;,, 
,< 12kL:l;:,e” (I W(O)ll&. (3.24) 
From the above inequality, it follows that 
M”(@(t)) < M”(@(O))e-“*” + 12kL:13,‘+, )I W(O)ll’, ePrl” 
xjiexp((a+i)s)ds 
< M”(~(0))e-“2” + 24kL~1;,‘+, 11 W(O)ll i,, ear 
so that, if N,, is such that EIZ N,,+, 2 1 then by (3.13), since Q(t) is in QNEO, 
we have 
Il@(t)ll&<6e-“2” II~(O)lI~~+48kL~~~~+,e”’ IIW(O)ll&. 
Consequently, using that QN is a projection on E,, we obtain 
llQNw(t)ll&<6 IIW(0)ll~~(e~“2”+8kL~1~~‘+,e”‘). (3.25) 
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Now we are ready to choose the values of t, and N,. First, we choose t, 
such that 12 exp( - tJ2.5) = i( $)‘, then we choose N, large enough that 
96kLzA;,‘+ ,e”* d 4(i)‘. (3.26) 
Assume that for this particular choice of t,, (3.23) holds; then from (3.25 )
and (3.26) we deduce that 
llWt,)ll;o= ll&.,Wt,)ll;~+ IIQ,vW&,~2 IIQNW~~)~~~~ 
Q 12 )IW(O)l~~~(e~‘*‘*“+8kLii.,~~,e”‘*) 
G ($)’ II wo)ll~o, 
With this the proof of Theorem 3.2 is complete: we have chosen 
t, = 2s ln( i) (3.27) 
and NO = N,,(E, r*) so large that 
1 ,,+,amax{~,3kLjrll*j. 1 (3.28) 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The results obtained in the previous section on the abstract equation 
(Z-Z”) can be applied to a wide variety of equations. In particular, we 
mention the sine-Gordon equation and the nonlinear wave equation of 
relativistic quantum mechanics, i.e., Klein-Gordon type equations, as well 
as systems of sine-Gordon equations. All these examples are described in 
[T, Chap. IV], to which we refer for further details. As for the nonlinearity 
of type g(u) = u3 +p(u) in three space dimenson we refer the reader to 
[BV]. In all the examples, Q is an open bounded subset of R3 with a 
smooth boundary. 
1. Sine-Gordon equation. In this case (H”) has the form 
ad,, + 24, - Au + /I sin u = f; 
for the Dirichlet boundary conditions, we choose H= L’(Q) and 
I’=HA(Q) with the usual norms (luIIy= lVu[ and julN= )u[~z(~). The 
verification of the Lipschitz conditions (Nl) and (N2) for g(u) = sin u is 
immediate on the absorbing set in E, and we obtain that 
L, = [/II A;“2 and L, = WI (1 + R), 
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where R is the E,-radius of the ball containing the E,-absorbing set whose 
existence is guaranteed; see [T, p. 1891. 
2. An equation from quantum mechanics. Now (H”) has the form 
EUI,+U,-Az4+U3+p(z4)=f 
with p(u) a quadratic polynomial; we choose H and V as before, for 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Verification of the Lipschitz conditions 
(Nl) and (N2) is straightforward; in the particular case g(u) = u3 we have 
Ju3-v3J,,<Ju-u~,alu2+uu+u21L~~3R2 (Iu-u~)~,, 
where R is the radius of a ball containing the absorbing set now in &. 
Likewise, we have 
J(u3-u3)Iy<3 I(u2-u2)VUJ”+3 Iu*(v(u-u))l, 
,<3{(lul,= + IOIL-) IVUIL’ lu--lL6+ I& lb-41) 
<3((11&2+ 1141~2) llvullv lb--Ii.+ Ilull; b--uII.), 
so that we can choose, in (N2), L, = 9R*, where R is the radius of an 
absorbing ball in E, (see [BV, T]). 
3. Systems of Sine-Gordon equations. We can also treat systems like 
those considered in [T, Chap. IV, Examples 4.2, 4.3 3. In these cases, (H”) 
have the forms, respectively, 
(A) 
EU,,+U,-h+sinu+(u-o)=f,, 
EU,, + u, - Au + sin u + (u - u) = f2 ; 
and 
(B) 
EU,, + u, - Au + sin(u + u) = f, , 
EU,, + v, - Au + sin( u - u) =J;. 
In both cases, we choose V= (HA(Q))* and H= (L2(Q))*; the nonlinear 
terms 
G, ’ = 
0 ( 
sin u + u - u 
U sin u + 0 - u 
and 
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can also be shown to satisfy both of the Lipschitz conditions (Nl ) and 
(N2) in a straightforward way, analogously to the case of the sine-Gordon 
equation; we obtain respectively 
and 
L, = (j,J - l/2 
1 I and L2=2(3+R) for (A) 
L = 4i - If.2 
1 I and &=4(1 +R) for (B). 
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